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θ13 has been measured 



T. Schwetz 



 

Neutrinos  masses, m1, m2 , m3. 



Forero et al, arXiv:1205.4018     

Fogli et al, arXiv:1205.3204 





Known to good precisions 

reactor 



Possible way of measuring mass hierarchy and CP phase 



Need to find out whether neutrinos are  

Dirac or Majorana particles. 



Absolute neutrino mass measurement 

Kartrin experiment: sensitivity 0.2 eV 

 

Cosmological constraints 

T. Kajino, talk On 7th for   

more on cosmology and  

astrophysics 



Theory before and after Daya-Bay/Reno results 

 
Before: popular mixing  -The Tribimaximal Mixing 
Harrison, Perkins, Scott (2002) , Z-Z. Xing (2002), He& Zee (2003) 

A4 a promising model (Ma&Ranjasekara, 2001) and realizations 

(Altarelli&Feruglio 2005, Babu&He 2005). Later many realizations: S4, 

D3, S3,D4, D7,A5,T’,S4, Δ(27, 96), PSL2(7) … discrete groups 

Altarelli&Feruglio for review. (H. Lam; Mohapatra et al), T. 

Mahanthanpa&M-C. Chen; Frampton&Kephart; Y-L Wu, …. 

 



After: Need to have a nonzero θ13 

Modification to tri-bimaximal mixing pattern need to be  

made. (Keum&He&Volkas; He&Zee, 2006).  

In fact, more generically, A4 symmetry leads to  

 

 

 

 

 



A 4 realization        Tov&He&Zee arXiv:1208.1062 



Other variations: Ahn et al, M-C. Chen; Z-Z Xing et al; B- 

Q. Ma et al; S. Kim…. 

Simple modifications: keeping one of the column  

or a row unchanged. Albright&Rodejohan, 2008; He&Zee, 2011 

 



Tri-bimximal at higher scales? 
Baub and He, arxiv:0507217(hep-ph): A susy A4 model 

            Inverted  hierarchy                              Normal hierarchy 

 

Susy model, Y
t

 ~O(1), Ue3 for inverted hierarchy, can be as large a 0.1,  

with RG effects! 



Many other matrix form come back 

                                        An interesting coincidence:                       

                                        θ13 = θC/√2 

                                        VPMNS = UVKM; VTrVKM 

                                                           B-Q. Ma et al: Ramond et al.; King et al.… 

Bi-Maximal Mixing 

(Barger, Pakvasa, Weiler, Whisnant) 

Tetra Maximal Mixing  Z-Z Xing 



Texture Zeros 

Araki et al., arXiv:1203.4951 

 

Ludl et al., arXiv:1109.3393 

Neutrino mass matrix symmetric, more than two zeros, cannot fit data. 



But what is the theory? No understanding at all! 

Anarchy neutrino mass matrix 





CP violation? 

Anarchy prediction 

Haba&Murayama 

δ the same as VKM: Spontanenous CP phase responsible 

for VPMNS and VKM. Lu-Hsing Tsai& He 2011 
 

Predicts: J = 0.02 

Postulating in KM parametrization phase I 90 degree, also 

for PMNS, then using modules of elements fix all 

parameters. Ma&Zhang  

Predicts: J = 0.0345 



Ishimori&Kobayashi,  

arXiv:1201.3429, 

Based on Z^3_NxZ3 

Henandez & 

Smirnov,  

arXiv:1204.0445 

Group theoretical considerations correlate mixing angles  
 

Still, no idea about underlying theory!  

 



Theoretical Models 

Loop generation  

neutrino masses 

Provide understand why neutrino masses are 

small, but no information about mixing! 

Zee, 

1980 

Zee, 1985, Babu 1988 



Without flavor symmetries, the mixing 

pattern cannot be completely fixed.  

 

Models with symmetries have been 

discussed earlier. 

 

One can also try to see if some other 

physical reasons can also make some 

models predictive. There are models of 

this kind. 



Zee model without additional large hierarchy in Yukawa couplings 

 

SM Higgs H, add: h+ and a new doublet φ. if coupling f2 is zero, the 

model is ruled out by data. If Keep both f (h+ coupling) and f2, but 

assum the elements of each are the same order of magnitudes, keep 

only f m2

 and f2mτ terms (neglect terms proportional to f m2

μ, m
2

e 

and f2 mμ
 , me  

 
He, 2007, 

He and Majee, 2011  



Rank 2. Predicts one neutrino mass to be zero. Only  

inverted mass hierarchy can fit data 



Model has only 11 real parameters plus 7 phases 

Babu, Mohapatra (1993) 

Fukuyama, Okada (2002) 

Bajc, Melfo, Senjanovic, Vissani (2004) 

Fukuyama, Ilakovac, Kikuchi, Meljanac, Okada (2004) 

Aulakh et al (2004) 

Bertolini, Frigerio, Malinsky (2004) 

Babu, Macesanu (2005) 

Bertolini, Malinsky, Schwetz (2006) 

Dutta, Mimura, Mohapatra (2007) 

Bajc, Dorsner, Nemevsek  (2009) 

SO(10) Yukawa couplings: 

Minimal SO(10) Model without 120  

SO(10)Grand Unification 



θ13 in Minimal SO(10) 



Joshipura&Patel: arXiv: 1102.5148 

Non-SUSY Minimal S)(10)  rL=<ΔL>/κ’d   rR=κ’d/<ΔR> 

 

 



Minimal SUSY SO(10) 



Neutrino Physics at the LHC    

What LHC can do for neutrino physics?  

Production of new particles in the neutrino models, 

The most direct test! 

 

 

T.~Han and B.~Zhang,]; M. Nebot et al..; R.~Franceschini et al.;  

F.~del Aguila etal.; P.~Fileviez Perez et al.; A.~Arhrib et al.,;  

W.~Chao et al.; X.-G. He et al., ; T. Li and X.-G. He.;  

Eung-Jin Cheung; S.K. Kang…. 

 

 

 

 



Del Aguila and Aguilar-Saavedra 

Type II seesaw at the LHC 

 

A new triplet  Δ contains: 

 

0, +, ++ charged scalars. 

 

Both Zee, Babu-Zee models have q q-bar -> h+ h- 

Zee-Babu new: q q-bar -> k++ k-- Nebot et al 



 



Type-I seesaw at LHC (also Type III seesaw) 

 



 VlN ~ (mν/mN)1/2 < 10-6  for one generation. Too small! 

 



Large VlN  for Type-I and III seesaw possible 
X.-G. He et al., arXiv:0907.1607[hep-ph] 



 

Even with small VlN Type-III seesaw can be tested at the LHC 
Tong Li and Xiao-Gang He, arXiv:0907.4193[hep-ph] 



 



CMS search limit for Type III seesaw particles 

arXiv:1210.1797 

Depending on the considered scenarios, lower limits are obtained on the 

mass of the heavy partner of the neutrino that range from 180 to 210 

GeV.These are the first limits on the production of type III seesaw fermionic 

triplet states reported by an experiment at the LHC. 



If mN < mh, affect Higgs decay Br.  

 
Park, Wang and Yanagida, arXiv:0909.2937; Chen et al. arXiv:1001.5215 



A lot more for theoretical neutrino models, 
 

Carlo Giunti talk this afternoon for more. 
 

Sterile neutrinos  LSND&MiniBoon, alive??? 

 

Lepton number violating FCNC connection 

 

Dark matter connection, 

 

Leptogenesis connection. 

… 

 


